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HistoryHistory

Began as a student project questionBegan as a student project question……
Is it possible to detect the proper motionIs it possible to detect the proper motion
of Barnardof Barnard’’s Star in a threes Star in a three--night workshop?night workshop?

Answer: Possible in a single night!Answer: Possible in a single night!
Analysis of data taken 2009Analysis of data taken 2009--20102010
OnOn--going projectgoing project……



InstrumentationInstrumentation

Alpaca Meadows Observatory Alpaca Meadows Observatory ((--122.6,+44.8)122.6,+44.8)

88--inch inch ƒƒ/4 Newtonian (Vixen R200SS)/4 Newtonian (Vixen R200SS)
TeleVue TeleVue ParaCorrParaCorr coma correctorcoma corrector
QSI 532ws CCD cameraQSI 532ws CCD camera
SchSchüülerler B, V, B, V, RcRc, , IcIc, clear filters, clear filters

Pine Mountain Observatory Pine Mountain Observatory ((--120.9,+43.8)120.9,+43.8)

Celestron 11Celestron 11--inch inch ƒƒ/10 EdgeHD/10 EdgeHD
Same CCD camera and filtersSame CCD camera and filters



ObservationsObservations

20 nights20 nights
11 nights in 2009, experimenting11 nights in 2009, experimenting
9 nights in 2010, focused on data collection9 nights in 2010, focused on data collection

836 useable images836 useable images
2009: BVRI, VR, and V filters, 10 to 60 sec2009: BVRI, VR, and V filters, 10 to 60 sec

Between 14 and 92 images per nightBetween 14 and 92 images per night

2010: V filter only, 20, 40, and 60 sec2010: V filter only, 20, 40, and 60 sec
Usually 60 images per nightUsually 60 images per night



Accuracy & Precision Accuracy & Precision 

True = true valueTrue = true value
MeasMeas = measured value= measured value
SystSyst = systematic error, or bias= systematic error, or bias
Rand = random error, or uncertaintyRand = random error, or uncertainty

Meas = True + Syst ± Rand

We call Meas “accurate” when it satisfies:

Syst << Meas and Syst < Rand and Meas ≅ True

We call Meas “precise” when it satisfies:

Rand << Meas and Rand < Syst
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BarnardBarnard’’s Star Field in Vs Star Field in V



BarnardBarnard’’s Star Field (BVR color)s Star Field (BVR color)
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PropertiesProperties
BarnardBarnard’’s Star = BD+4s Star = BD+4ºº3561 = TYC 4253561 = TYC 425--25022502
Location: Location: OphiuchusOphiuchus
Coordinates: 17Coordinates: 17hh5757mm48.5 +448.5 +4ºº4141’’3636”” (J2000)(J2000)
Apparent Magnitude: V = 9.54 (variable)Apparent Magnitude: V = 9.54 (variable)
Spectral Class: M4V (red dwarf)Spectral Class: M4V (red dwarf)
TTeffeff = 3100= 3100±±100100
Proper Motion: 10.33777 arcProper Motion: 10.33777 arc--seconds/yearseconds/year
Parallax:  0.5454 arcParallax:  0.5454 arc--secondsseconds
Distance: 5.980Distance: 5.980±±0.003 light0.003 light--yearsyears
Radial Velocity:  Radial Velocity:  ––110.6 km/second110.6 km/second
Rotation Period: 130.4 daysRotation Period: 130.4 days



Proper MotionProper Motion
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Proper Motion, Parallax, and the Proper Motion, Parallax, and the 
Path of BarnardPath of Barnard’’s Stars Star
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Idealized ProjectionIdealized Projection



Idealized TelescopeIdealized Telescope

r

F θ

r = F tan(θ)



Image Capture / Image MeasurementImage Capture / Image Measurement

How accurately can we determine the (How accurately can we determine the (xx,,yy) location of the star?) location of the star?
What is the relationship between location accuracy and brightnesWhat is the relationship between location accuracy and brightness?s?



Reference Stars: (Reference Stars: (αα,,δδ) ) →→ ((XX,,YY))
When you shoot an image, youWhen you shoot an image, you’’re mapping the re mapping the 
celestial spherical onto a plane surface.celestial spherical onto a plane surface.
This occurs for all the stars in the image, both This occurs for all the stars in the image, both 
the target stars and the reference stars.the target stars and the reference stars.
The standard (The standard (XX,,YY) coordinates of a star at ) coordinates of a star at 
((αα,,δδ) for an image centered on () for an image centered on (αα00,,δδ00) are:) are:

XX = (cos= (cosδδ sin(sin(αα--αα00))/))/dd
YY = (sin= (sinδδ0 0 coscosδδ cos(cos(αα--αα00))-- coscosδδ0 0 sinsinδδ)/)/dd

wherewhere dd = cos= cosδδ0 0 coscosδδ cos(cos(αα--αα00)+sin)+sinδδ0 0 sinsinδδ..



By offsetting, rotating, and scaling standard coordinates, we
can link each reference star with its counterpart in the image.

Ref Star 1 →

Ref Star 3 →
Ref Star 2 →



((xx,,yy) ) →→ ((XX,,YY))

To offset, rotate, and scale coordinates:To offset, rotate, and scale coordinates:
X = X = x x coscosρρ//FF + + y y sinsinρρ//FF + + xxoffsetoffset //FF
Y = Y = x x sinsinρρ//FF + + y y coscosρρ//FF + + yyoffsetoffset //FF

But we do not know But we do not know ρρ, , FF, or the offsets., or the offsets.
However, for each reference star, we know:However, for each reference star, we know:

((XX,,YY) standard coordinates, and) standard coordinates, and
((xx,,yy) image coordinates.) image coordinates.



Linking the CoordinatesLinking the Coordinates
Suppose we have three reference stars.Suppose we have three reference stars.
For each star, we know (For each star, we know (xx,,yy) and () and (XX,,YY).).

XX11 = = axax11 + + byby11 + + cc and  and  YY11 = = dxdx11 + + dydy11 + + f f 
XX22 = = axax22 + + byby22 + + c  c  and  and  YY22 = = dxdx22 + + dydy22 + + f f 
XX33 = = axax33 + + byby33 + + c  c  and  and  YY33 = = dxdx33 + + dydy33 + + f .f .

Three equations, three unknowns Three equations, three unknowns →→ solvable.solvable.
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Suppose we have Suppose we have manymany reference stars.reference stars.
Solve by the method of least squares: errors are Solve by the method of least squares: errors are εεx,nx,n and and εεy,ny,n..

εεx,nx,n = = axaxnn + + bybynn + + cc -- XXnn and  and  εεy,ny,n = = dxdxnn + + dydynn + + f  f  -- YYnn

The residual, The residual, σσ, expresses the error in the fit., expresses the error in the fit.



Computing Target CoordinatesComputing Target Coordinates

From reference stars, we find From reference stars, we find a, b, c, d, e, a, b, c, d, e, and and ff..
The standard coordinates of the target are:The standard coordinates of the target are:

XXtargettarget = = axaxtargettarget + + bybytargettarget + + c c , and, and
YYtargettarget = = dxdxtargettarget + + eyeytargettarget + + ff

Given (Given (XX,,YY) for the target, it) for the target, it’’s (s (αα,,δδ) is:) is:
δδ = = arcsin((sinarcsin((sinδδ00++YYcoscosδδ00)/()/(√√1+1+X X 22++Y Y 22)), and)), and
αα = = αα0 0 + + arctan(arctan(XX/(cos/(cosδδ00++YYsinsinδδ00)).)).

Results are expressed with the residual:Results are expressed with the residual:
αα ±± σσαα

δδ ±± σσδδ



Astrometric Data from Each Set of ImagesAstrometric Data from Each Set of Images
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Astrometry: Astrometry: 
Potential Sources of Error 1Potential Sources of Error 1

ExtrinsicExtrinsic
Proper motion of reference stars (displaced stars)Proper motion of reference stars (displaced stars)
Atmospheric refraction (displaced stars)Atmospheric refraction (displaced stars)

Optical SystemOptical System
Failure of Failure of rr = = F F ⋅⋅ tan(tan(θθ) mapping (displaced images)) mapping (displaced images)
Lateral chromatic aberration (displaced images)Lateral chromatic aberration (displaced images)

Image CaptureImage Capture
Poor focus (centroid error)Poor focus (centroid error)
Bad tracking (centroiding asymmetric images)Bad tracking (centroiding asymmetric images)
Calibration (images displaced by hot pixels)Calibration (images displaced by hot pixels)
Time error (HA and zenithTime error (HA and zenith--distance errors)distance errors)



Astrometry: Astrometry: 
Potential Sources of Error 2Potential Sources of Error 2

Target and Ref Star MeasurementTarget and Ref Star Measurement
Faint background stars (centroid errors)Faint background stars (centroid errors)
Centroid extraction (incorrect centroid)Centroid extraction (incorrect centroid)

Reference Star PropertiesReference Star Properties
Position errors (skewed astrometric solution)Position errors (skewed astrometric solution)
Proper motion errors (skewed astrometric solution)Proper motion errors (skewed astrometric solution)
Dispersion errors (skewed astrometric solution)Dispersion errors (skewed astrometric solution)

Astrometric SolutionAstrometric Solution
Reference star proper motionsReference star proper motions
Differential refraction errorsDifferential refraction errors
Incorrect coding of solution algorithm Incorrect coding of solution algorithm 



Differential Atmospheric RefractionDifferential Atmospheric Refraction

Atmospheric RefractionAtmospheric Refraction
RR = (= (nn--1) tan 1) tan zz

R R is the angle of refractionis the angle of refraction
nn is the refractive index of airis the refractive index of air
zz is the zenith distanceis the zenith distance

Differential Atmospheric RefractionDifferential Atmospheric Refraction
ΔΔRR = (= (nn((λλ)) ––nn((λλ00)) tan )) tan zz
Blue more strongly refracted than redBlue more strongly refracted than red

Effective Wavelength of ObservationEffective Wavelength of Observation
Slope of spectrum across bandwidth of filterSlope of spectrum across bandwidth of filter
BarnardBarnard’’s Star displaced relative to bluer starss Star displaced relative to bluer stars







720 mas

Differential RefractionDifferential Refraction
BarnardBarnard’’s Star Astrometry in V s Star Astrometry in V versusversus RR



λeff for A0V λeff for M4V

Differential Refraction with a V Filter



Does Image Calibration Matter?Does Image Calibration Matter?

Do hot pixels affect astrometry?Do hot pixels affect astrometry?
Always calibrate if possible, butAlways calibrate if possible, but……

Tested using 60 image sequenceTested using 60 image sequence
Ran with and without dark subtractionRan with and without dark subtraction
Compared coordinatesCompared coordinates
Compared astrometric residualsCompared astrometric residuals





648 m
as





Star Image Centroid ErrorStar Image Centroid Error

What is the error distribution of centroids?What is the error distribution of centroids?
Collection of pixels > threshold ADU valueCollection of pixels > threshold ADU value
Photon statistics  Photon statistics  →→ normal distribution?normal distribution?

How does the error depend on brightness?How does the error depend on brightness?
Expectation: Dim star Expectation: Dim star →→ llarger arger σσ ??
What is the faintest useful reference star?What is the faintest useful reference star?

Centroids measured differentiallyCentroids measured differentially
w.r.tw.r.t. Barnard. Barnard’’s Stars Star



R1 (R1 (i.e.i.e., ref star 1), ref star 1)
mmVV=11.45=11.45



R10R10
mmVV=13.55=13.55



F1 (F1 (i.e.i.e., faint star 1), faint star 1)
mmVV=15.4=15.4



F4F4
mmVV=16.6=16.6









Astrometric SolutionAstrometric Solution

Key idea:Key idea:
Always use same set of reference starsAlways use same set of reference stars
Astrometric solution always Astrometric solution always ““the samethe same””
Centroid errors will alter residualsCentroid errors will alter residuals
Residuals will cluster around mean valueResiduals will cluster around mean value
Distribution will be normal distributionDistribution will be normal distribution





Distribution of ResidualsDistribution of Residuals







Astrometric PositionAstrometric Position

Key idea:Key idea:
Astrometric solution always Astrometric solution always ““the samethe same””
Positions tend toward a mean valuePositions tend toward a mean value
Distribution will be normal distributionDistribution will be normal distribution

Tests:Tests:
Measure sets of 60 imagesMeasure sets of 60 images
Compute standard deviation of positionCompute standard deviation of position

Standard error = Standard error = σσ//√√NN



Astrometric Data ReportAstrometric Data Report





Results for BarnardResults for Barnard’’s Stars Star





Model ParametersModel Parameters

ααnownow = = ααJ2000.0J2000.0 + + ααPMPM(Y(Ynownow––2000) + 2000) + ππPPαα
δδnownow = = δδJ2000.0J2000.0 + + δδPMPM(Y(Ynownow––2000) + 2000) + ππPPδδ

((α, α, δδ))nownow = current coordinates= current coordinates
((α, δα, δ))J2000.0J2000.0 = coordinates in J2000.0= coordinates in J2000.0
ααPMPM = annual proper motion in RA= annual proper motion in RA
δδPMPM = annual proper motion in Dec= annual proper motion in Dec
ππ = parallax of the star= parallax of the star
PPα α = parallax factor in = parallax factor in αα for time for time YYnownow
PPδ δ = parallax factor in = parallax factor in δδ for time for time YYnownow



















360 mas



Capability of SmallCapability of Small--Telescope AstrometryTelescope Astrometry

Given:Given:
CCD camera with 6.4 CCD camera with 6.4 μμm pixelsm pixels
Telescope focal length ~1,000 mmTelescope focal length ~1,000 mm
Large number of good reference starsLarge number of good reference stars
Maximum nonMaximum non--saturating exposure timesaturating exposure time
Observation consisting of multiple imagesObservation consisting of multiple images

Possible to:Possible to:
Routinely achieve 0.020 arcsecond precision.Routinely achieve 0.020 arcsecond precision.
Sometimes achieve 0.010 arcsecond precision.Sometimes achieve 0.010 arcsecond precision.
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